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Abstract
Crowdfunding is a fundraising tool to solicit many small amounts of capital from a large
number of potential investors. Peer to peer lending is known as a main type of
crowdfunding in which lenders and borrowers can interact directly through an online
platform. By eliminating the intermediaries and therefore reducing operating expenses,
P2P platforms can provide a win-win situation for both borrowers and lenders.
However, the absence of intermediaries –such as banks- increases the risk of loan
repayment fraud. To avoid such losses, credit scoring methods help lenders to decide
on a specific loan by assessing corresponding credit risk.
This paper proposes a credit scoring model on a P2P lending platform in Iran. Although
data-driven approaches have increasingly used to enhance credit scoring within
financial domains, there is a lack of research on assessing the usability of these
approaches within P2P crowdfunding scenarios. This research focuses on developing a
novel data-driven model that can enhance P2P credit scoring within crowdfunding
scenarios. To do so, on the basis of data from an Iranian P2P lending platform, five
different tree-based classifiers were developed, among which Random Forest resulted
in the best accuracy (97.80%). Lenders in the used platform are businesses, each having
a different risk tolerance threshold. A default probability was computed for each loan
request to help lenders make decisions based on their own risk tolerance. The results
clearly demonstrate how novel data analytics approaches can enhance intelligent
decision making about P2P funding within P2P lending platforms.
Keywords: P2P Lending platforms, credit scoring, Iranian lending platform, random
forest algorithm

1-Introduction
Crowdfunding is a rapidly growing phenomenon that allows fundraisers to solicit funds from a potentially
large pool of investors (Polena and Regner, 2018). Based on the earned benefits, crowdfunding falls into
four categories: donation, reward, equity, and lending. In the lending-based crowdfunding, peer-to-peer
lending- also referred to as P2P- is one of the relatively new models, experiencing dramatic growth around
the world (Belleflamme et al., 2015). The first P2P lending platform, Zopa, was established in 2005 in the
UK. Since then, the P2P lending market has grown significantly. According to Valuates Reports, the global
P2P lending market size was estimated at USD 67.93 Billion in 2019 and is expected to reach USD 558.91
Billion by 2027, with a 29 percent compound annual growth rate.
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P2P lending refers to the act of connecting lenders and borrowers through a lending platform. It allows
individuals -real or legal- to lend or borrow funds directly, without the intervention of any financial
intermediaries such as traditional banks (Klafft, 2008). Bringing together borrowers and lenders as well as
setting regulations for their participation in the lending process are the two main tasks of the platforms.
Compared to traditional banks, P2P lending platforms have lower operating costs, which enables them to
offer rapid access to capital, a competitive interest rate, and a speedy lending process to borrowers as well
as a higher rate of return to lenders (Patwardhan, 2018).
Although the elimination of financial intermediaries makes loan offers more attractive for both lenders
and borrowers, there are also drawbacks. Unlike traditional systems, in lending platforms, the bank does
not compensate for repayment fraudulence, and the borrowers directly bear the losses. Therefore, it is
essential to properly decide whether to accept or reject a loan application to minimize the damage. Credit
scoring methods are helpful in this regard. Credit scoring refers to data-oriented approaches that help
lending organizations decide whether to loan or not (Feng et al., 2018). Models used for these approaches
are mainly classification.
While requesting a loan in the platform, applicants must provide information about loan purposes, their
personal and financial information. Using the data available about the loan and borrower's characteristics,
credit scoring methods give predictions on the ability of an applicant to repay the loan. Both lenders and
platforms need to distinguish the success and default drivers of a loan request to experience a safe
investment. Not all features are of the same importance in training the model. Focusing on the most
significant factors can improve the model performance, using less time and energy. It also helps business
owners gain a better perception of their users' behavioral patterns.
Crowdfunding is a broad field of study. Comparing the two financially profitable categories (equity-based
and lending-based crowdfunding), we can say that the evaluation of actors' behavior in lending market has
not received enough attention in the literature. Furthermore, the use of credit scoring approaches is mainly
directed towards B2C and B2B scenarios. Few studies have applied credit scoring techniques in lendingbased crowdfunding. The insufficiency of previous works addressing credit scoring methods in lendingbased crowdfunding scenarios represents the research gap. Accounting for 98 percent of global activity,
China, The United States, and the United Kingdom are known as leaders in the P2P lending marketplace
(Suryono, et al., 2019). Most studies in this field have used data from well-known, rich data sets such as
Lending Club, Prosper, and several datasets belonging to Chinese platforms. However, the lending market
is experiencing a growing trend in other countries, including countries in Europe and Asia. In the last few
years, instances of P2P lending platforms have been emerged in Iran. Although, no academic research has
studied actors' behavior in Iranian lending platforms so far.
To fill the gap, we raised the questions of how can we use data-oriented approaches to predict applicants'
loan repayment default? What features should we focus on? To answer these questions, we proposed a
credit scoring model on a new data set from a P2P lending platform in Iran. Data used in this report has not
yet appeared in any other academic study. Feature selection, data cleaning, and preparation are among the
key activities performed in this study. Extracting and adding new features (feature engineering) improved
the accuracy of the classification model by almost 20 percent. We identified the 4 most significant factors
in our prediction model. Lenders in this platform are businesses, each having a different risk tolerance
threshold. A default probability is computed for each loan request to help lenders make decisions based on
their own risk tolerance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we review the related concepts and
literature. In section 3 we describe the methodology of this research and the data used to establish our credit
scoring model. In section 4 we provide our proposed credit scoring model and suggest a bidding system for
decision making. In section 5 we refer to the significance of this work. In section 6 we represent a brief
description of the results of this study.
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2-Related literature
As mentioned, crowdfunding is divided into four general categories: donation, reward, equity, and
lending. Below we review the research done in each section. A brief overview of the credit scoring literature
is then provided to illustrate the research gap.

2-1-Donation-based crowdfunding
In this type of crowdfunding, donates are collected to fund charitable projects expecting no financial gain
in return (Xu, 2018). Berliner and Kenworthy mentioned that donation-based crowdfunding is known as a
popular strategy to address extravagant healthcare expenses. their studies showed that arranging narrative
literacies in a way that illustrates the deservingness of charity can encourage individuals to make donations
(Berliner and Kenworthy, 2017). In a similar survey, Majumdar and Bose found that rational and credible
charity request messages receive more donations (Majumdar and Bose, 2018). Xu investigated the effect
of using media modalities in appeals descriptions. He found that posting videos and pictures generally lead
to more donations, but the effects differ depending on the category of projects (Xu, 2018). Robiady, et al.
showed that there is a positive relation between proper storytelling and donors' engagement in donation
performance (Robiady, et al., 2020).

2-2-Reward-based crowdfunding
In this type of crowdfunding, donors expect to receive non-financial rewards (e.g., goods and services)
with a delay after their donation (Raab et al., 2020).
Using data from the KissKissBankBank (KKBB) –crowdfunding platform in France, specialized in nonmonetary rewards- Petitjean examined factors attracting financial support for reward-based campaigns. He
found that the presence of a video, previous success rate of the project category, early contributions, and
the number of comments left by the backers are among the success factors (Petitjean, 2018). Anglin et al.
used data from Kickstarter and suggested that an individual or organization's positive psychological capital
(i.e., hope, optimism, confidence) language can help gain more supports (Anglin et al., 2018). Wang and
Yang recognized that product innovativeness, perceived product quality, creator ability, and webpage visual
design can positively influence backers' intentions to support projects (Wang and Yang, 2019). Raab et al.
raised the question of how facial expressions can affect funding decisions. Their investigation showed that
sad and happy facial expressions positively influence backers, while intense emotional expressions
discourage them (Raab et al., 2020).

2-3-Equity-based crowdfunding
This type of crowdfunding contains the sale of shares to investors as a way of raising funds (Lukkarinen
et al., 2016). Cordova, et al. explored the correlation between factors related to fundraising success. They
concluded that project success is positively correlated with the project duration, while it shows a negative
correlation with the expected raised funds (Cordova, et al., 2015). In 2015, Hörisch compared the success
rate of environmental-oriented projects with other than that. He claimed that surprisingly no positive
correlation is observed between being environmentally sustainable and crowdfunding success of the project
(Hörisch, 2015). In contrast, in a 2020 survey, Hörisch and Tenner found that higher levels of environmental
orientation increase the likelihood of successful fundraising, especially in the United States. However, they
did not find any significant effect of social orientation on boosting chances of funding (Hörisch and Tenner,
2020). Lukkarinen et al. highlighted the features of pre-selected campaigns and the usage of public and
private networks as being related factors in the success of campaigns (Lukkarinen et al., 2016). Yuan, et al.
mentioned that previous works have mainly addressed project goals, durations, and categories. Yuan, et al.
implemented sentiment analysis to extract the linguistic sentiments underlying the textual descriptions of
fundraising projects (Yuan, et al., 2016). Jiang et al. investigated the impact of both hard information and
soft information on fundraising performance. They found that the hard information such as the creator's
experience, comments quantity, the number of backers, positively affect crowdfunding success. To access
soft information, they applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to projects' descriptions, which extracted
project topics, and they used sentiment analysis on comments to extract investors' perception. they showed
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that positive sentiment in comments is correlated with crowdfunding success (Jiang et al., 2020). Johan and
Zhang suggested that providing detailed qualitative information about business models, strategies,
marketing, and milestones is attractive to investors. However, sharing too much description discourages
funders (Johan and Zhang, 2020). Similarly, Thapa tried to find the best amount of information sharing
(pictures, videos, and text) to maximize investors' contribution and found that the amount of information
has a curvilinear relationship with the probability of success (Thapa, 2020). Again, in a similar way, Liu,
et al. found that the amount of information published on social networks under a certain threshold has a
positive effect on capital attraction, while higher volumes negatively affect funders. They also reported a
positive effect of an entrepreneur's reputation and project-sharing cascades on fundraising (Liu, et al.,
2021).

2-4-Lending-based crowdfunding
This type of crowdfunding contains lending money as a way of investment, expecting to get paid back
with interest (Byanjankar, Heikkila and Mezei, 2015). Zhang et al. conducted an empirical study on
Paipaidai, the largest lending platform in China. They examined the determining factors of accepting a loan
on this platform. They found that annual interest rate, repayment period, description, credit grade,
successful loan number, failed loan number, gender, and borrowed credit score are the most significant
factors (Zhang et al., 2017). Nieto and Cinca raised the issue of profit scoring versus credit scoring. They
explained that credit scoring systems estimate the probability of loan failure, while profit scoring focuses
on the expected profitability prediction, measured by the internal rate of return. They concluded that the
selection of borrowers based on the profit scoring system using multivariate regression shows better
performance than the credit scoring system based on logistic regression. Lending Club data was used to
conduct this study (Serrano-Cinca and Gutiérrez-Nieto, 2016). Xia et al. pointed out that far from reality,
most conventional loan evaluation models assume a balanced misclassification cost. Combining costeffective learning and XG Boost, they proposed a cost-sensitive boosted tree loan evaluation model that
assumes different misclassification costs for distinct classes. Instead of accuracy based evaluation, this
study evaluated the model based on the expected profitability on two databases- Lending Club and
wee.com. (Xia et al. , 2017). Ge et al. examined the predictive power of self-disclosed social media
information on borrowers' failure in P2P lending. They identified social deterrence as a fundamental
mechanism that reduces customers' failure rate and also increases the likelihood of repayment after
disclosure. The study used a combined database consisting a P2P lending data and data published on a
popular social network in China (Ge et al., 2017). Alomari and Fingerman applied association rule mining
on Lending Club data aiming to find meaningful rules between different characteristics of applicants in P2P
lending (Alomari and Fingerman, 2017). Polena and Regner (Polena and Regner, 2018) studied the
determinants of borrower failure on a P2P platform on Lending Club data. They defined four risk classes
and tested the significance of the determinants within each risk class. They found that for most variables,
the determinant significance depends on the data class, and only a small number of variables are of great
decisive importance in all risk classes. Kozodoi et al. extended the use of profit measures to feature selection
and developed a multi-objective framework to address both profitability and comprehensibility. Applying
on nine datasets- including Lending Club data- they concluded that their proposed approach outperforms
previous feature selection strategies while using fewer features (Kozodoi et al., 2019).

2-5-Credit scoring
Credit scoring methods help to properly decide whether to accept or reject a loan application to minimize
the losses. Most research on credit scoring has been focused on the B2C market: In a 2007 study, Huang,
et al. Used three strategies to build credit scoring models based on hybrid support vector machines to
evaluate an applicant's credit score through his or her characteristics (Huang, et al., 2007). Martens et al.
noted the incomprehensibility of the support vector machine method due to its complex mathematical
functions and used a rule extraction technique to maintain comprehensibility (Martens et al., 2007). Bekhet
and Eletter proposed two credit scoring models to help Jordan's bank lending decisions (Bekhet and Eletter,
2014). Alborzi and Khanbabaei introduced a new hybrid model of behavioral scoring and credit scoring
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based on neural networks in the banking sector (Alborzi and Khanbabaei, 2016). Bhatia et al. Applied a
wide range of statistical methods to credit scoring, including linear discriminant analysis, random forest,
logistic regression, and XG Boost (Bhatia et al., 2017). Chopra and Bhilare conducted an experimental
investigation to study bank customers loan failure using the decision tree as a base learner and compare it
with ensemble tree learning methods such as bagging, boosting, and random forests (Chopra and Bhilare,
2018). Feng et al. introduced a new dynamic ensemble classification method based on soft probabilities for
credit scoring, considering the related costs of type 1 and type 2 error. (Feng et al., 2018). Moradi and
Mokhatab Rafiei developed a dynamic model that can model political-economic fluctuations (Moradi and
Mokhatab Rafiei, 2019). Lucas et al. Considered credit card transactions as a sequence rather than single
events (Lucas et al., 2020). Some studies have also applied credit scoring in the B2B market: Moon and
Sohn proposed a new technology evaluation model taking into account both technology-related
characteristics and environmental circumstances such as firm-specific characteristics and economic
conditions (Moon and Sohn, 2010). Liang, et al. examined the effect of feature selection on prediction
models using different classifiers (Liang, et al., 2015). Ju, et al., provided a framework for applying the
time-varying Cox Hazard Proportional model to technology-based credit scoring (Ju, et al., 2015).
Comparing the two financially profitable categories (equity-based and lending-based crowdfunding), we
can say that the evaluation of actors' behavior in the lending market has not received enough attention in
the literature. Although different methods have been developed in recent years to address actor's behavior
in the context of marketing and finance, applying these methods to enrich lending-based crowdfunding
scenarios seems to be neglected. Furthermore, the use of credit scoring approaches is mainly directed
towards B2C and B2B scenarios, and a few studies have employed credit scoring techniques in lendingbased crowdfunding. In other words, applying credit scoring approaches within emerging business
platforms, which facilitate actor-to-actor collaborations, has not been addressed sufficiently. In this way, in
our research, we focus on the issue that how credit scoring approaches can be applied within lending-based
scenarios in actor-to-actor business platforms.

3-Methods and data
We applied the CRISP-DM1 methodology to form stages of this study with a standard and structured
approach. This framework outlines common procedures used by data specialists and is the most widelyused analytics model. CRISP-Dm helps to simplify complex and large projects by taking simple data mining
tasks. It provides guidelines to best practices, documentation and also allows the research to be replicated
(Why using CRISP-DM will make you a better Data Scientist?, 2020). Figure 1 shows the steps of this
research process, mapped on the CRISP-DM model. Evaluation metrics are chosen according to table 1
(Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009).
This study is coded with Python 3.7.3 in Jupyter Notebook as an IDE and presentation tool.
Table1. Evaluation measures

Measure

Calculation

Accuracy

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
2∙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑁
1/2(
+
)
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

Precision
Recall
F-measure
AUC

1

Focus
Effectiveness of a classifier
Class agreement of the data labels with the positive labels
Effectiveness of a classifier to identify positive labels
Relations between positive labels and those given by a classifier
The model’s ability to distinguish between classes

Cross-industry process for data mining
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5. Evaluation

6. Deployment

probability-based decision-making model

Splitting data into train and test data

Building tree-based credit scoring models

4. Modelling

Credit Scoring Model Validation

3. Data
Preparation

Modifying and cleaning data

Collecting and building new features

2. Data
Understanding

Extracting useful data from raw data

Data gathering

Related literature

1. Business
Understanding

Fig1. Research process

Related literature was discussed at the previous section.
Data gathering: Data from an Iranian P2P lending platform was obtained and used in this research. The
name of the platform is not divulged to preserve the requirements of the company. In this platform, lenders
are legal individuals, and borrowers are real people. Credit is allocated to borrowers for the purpose of
goods' purchasing. Features of this database include demographic characteristics of borrowers -including
age, gender, income, occupation, place of residence- traits of lenders -including service categorization- loan
characteristics -such as loan amount, the number of loan installments, the amount of each installment,
invoice date, payment date. Some of the features of this database are continuous numeric, and the rest are
nominal. This categorizes our database into mixed-type data.
Extracting useful data from raw data: To extract useful data from raw data, the installment table was
selected as the base table. Each of the records in this table represents an installment's characteristics and
payment status. Records in the canceled loan orders table were identified and deleted in the base table using
their order ID. Related features from different database tables were added to the base table and integrated
with one another. To determine the final status of installment payments, only the installments whose
invoice-date was before 2020-01-15 were chosen. Installments that had not been paid until then, were
considered unpaid.
Collecting and building new features: Very little information was available about lenders. Information
about each lender's income and size of their businesses was extracted from the Alexa website and added to
the database. The difference between the invoice date and the payment date was added as a new feature.
According to this feature, a label was created for each record. Label 1 introduces the installments paid on
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time, and label 0 represents the installments paid with a delay. Other features added to the database include
the number of loans taken from each lender, the average amount borrowed from each lender, the average
delay per borrower-if they had a previous history of borrowing in the system, the average amount of loans
taken by the borrower, the average delay per lender, the invoice month.
Modifying and cleaning data: Due to the interdependence of some features, a number of features were
expected to be correlated. Therefore, a correlation heat-map was drawn taking into account all the features.
As can be seen in figure 2, some features were highly correlated. To remove strongly correlated features,
one of the two attributes having a correlation greater than |0.7| was deleted. After removing the correlated
features, the correlation heat-map was obtained as figure 3. The number of features was reduced from 52
to 21 after removal. There were missing values in a few features. Incomplete records were deleted and the
number of records decreased from 148509 to 147938.

Fig 2. Correlation heat-map before removal of
correlated features
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Fig 3. Correlation heat-map before removal of correlated features

Splitting data into train and test data: The prepared database was then randomly divided into two parts,
with a ratio of 30% for testing and 70% for training. Five tree-based classification methods were implemented
on the data, and the results were analyzed: Decision Tree, Random Forests, XGBoost, AdaBoost, and Extra
Trees.
Note: Appendix B provides accordance of features names in figures with the text.

4-Results
Building tree-based credit scoring models: Features in the final dataset include average delay per lender,
average amount of loans taken by the borrower, average delay per borrower, average amount borrowed
from each lender, interest rate, lender’s income, service category, loan amount, invoice month, borrower's
age, borrower's gender, borrower's job, borrower's marital status, borrower's education, borrower's location.
Trials showed that tree-based classifiers give better results than other classification methods. This
phenomenon is explained due to the mixed nature of the data. Five tree-based classification methods were
implemented on the data: Decision Tree, Random Forests, XGBoost, AdaBoost, and Extra Trees.
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The Decision Tree classifier has close proximity to the human brain decision-making system. With a
flowchart-like structure representing a series of questions and their possible answers, decision trees divide
the original dataset into subsets, each purer than their parent set (Haponik, 2020). The purest subsets at
ending nodes determine the route's label. Generally, Tree-based models can handle numerical, categorical,
and mixed-type data and therefore are proper to use in a wide range of problems. They also perform well
and fast on large datasets with a low effort needed for data preparation during data pre-processing, as scaling
and normalization. (Dhiraj, 2019).
Though simple decision trees are well known and easy to interpret, they suffer from instability and
overfitting in some cases (Random forest: many are better than one, 2017). To address these issues,
ensemble models -bagging and boosting- are introduced. In bagging, several same weak predictors are
trained independently, and the final result is obtained by merging all predictions with equal weights.
Differently in boosting, each weak predictor is affected by its previous trained model, and to combine, each
predictor receives a weight according to its performance (Vadapalli, 2020).
Random Forest (RF) and Extra Trees (ET) are two algorithms of bagging ensemble models. In RF, each
tree is trained on a bootstrap sample, which subsamples instances with replacement, and the best
distinguishing feature is selected from a random subspace of all attributes. In contrast, ET takes the whole
dataset to train each tree and chooses the cut points randomly from features space. Both algorithms use a
majority voting system, though having lower computational costs, makes ET faster. AdaBoost and
XGBoost are among boosting ensemble models. Adaboost algorithm grows weak learners -trees- and
sequentially assigns higher weights to misclassified samples. Each predictor's worth is calculated based on
modified weights, and the class label having the vote of the most worthy predictors is chosen. While
Adaboost has a few hyperparameters and is easy to visualize, XGBoost benefits from being considerably
faster. The higher computational speed is achieved by narrowing the search space of the best distinguishing
attribute, using several hyperparameters. Generally, tree-based ensemble algorithms are robust against
overfitting, noise, and outliers, are relatively computationally inexpensive, and usually perform better than
their weak base learners (Nikulski, 2020).

4-1-Validation measures
Credit Scoring Model Validation: Validation measures of all five models were calculated and compared
before and after the addition of added features. The most often evaluation measures that can be calculated
according to the confusion matrix are introduced in table 1.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy criteria for the implemented classification models. The accuracy of all
models has increased by almost 20% after the addition of added features. As can be seen, the model made
using Random Forests gives the best accuracy. The other evaluation measures in table 1 are provided in
Appendix A.
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DT

RF

ADABOOST

XGB

0.977040242

0.793294579

0.916272363

0.720720112

after
0.878554369

before

0.610945879

0.978955432

0.794714073

0.973953405

0.792753819

ACCURACY

ET

Fig 4. Comparison of the classification models accuracy before and after adding new features

4-2- Feature importance
To discover the significance of each predictor variable, the Feature Importance diagram was plotted
based on our best classifier, Random Forests. Knowing the importance of predictive features in predictive
models has the following advantages (Chandrashekar and Sahin, 2014):
• With a better understanding of model logic, one can focus only on important variables to improve the
model.
• A number of variables that are not important can be omitted and a similar or even better performance of
the prediction model can be observed in a shorter time and at a lower cost.
• It helps business owners interpret data.
According to figure 5, “average delay per borrower “and "invoice month" are respectively by far the most
significant features in determining repayment default. Thus, loan repayment depends firstly on the
borrowers' payment history and secondly on the economic and social conditions at the loan maturity date.
After that, "loan amount", "the average amount of loans taken by the borrower" and "borrower’s age" are
the most interpretative attributes.
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Fig 5. Feature Importance

4-3- Feature selection
Some of the features used did not have any effect on increasing the model accuracy. Table 2 shows three
parameters: (1) threshold, (2) number of features, (3) accuracy. The threshold parameter indicates a
boundary value that "n" number of attributes have importance higher than this value. The accuracy
parameter depicts the accuracy of the model with an "n" number of features.
Table 2. Feature selection

According to table 2, with only four features, the prediction accuracy remains the same at 98%. Therefore,
only by having the most important four determining features, namely (1) average delay per borrower, (2)
invoice month, (3) loan amount, and (4) the average amount of loans taken by the borrower, the same
accuracy may be achieved.

4-4-Possibility of loan repayment
Probability-based decision-making model: The Random Forests model was used to decide whether to
accept or reject a particular loan order. Due to the high accuracy of this classifier, the trained model was
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implemented on the whole dataset (not just test data). This time, instead of taking the output as a binary
label, the model output was calculated probabilistically. An average repayment probability was calculated
for all installments related to each loan.
This probability indicates the risk of lending. As mentioned, the lenders in this platform are businesses.
The proposed probability helps them make better decisions according to their own risk tolerance.
Businesses may also consider their set objectives in the decisional process. This objective can vary from
minimizing investment risk to an extent of risk accepting aiming at maximizing profitability.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that lenders' data on a P2P lending platform is being
involved in the loan default prediction. Due to our limitations in obtaining lenders' data, this approach may
be considered in future studies more effectively.

5-Discussion
5-1- Practical implication
Applying proper decision-making techniques has always been an issue in all types of crowdfunding.
Especially in reward-based and loan-based crowdfunding, which go along with financial benefits, the issue
of decision-making becomes more significant. Looking at the literature on crowdfunding, we found that the
work done in the context of loan-based crowdfunding -the P2P lending market- is not rich enough. Thus,
by combining the concepts of crowdfunding and credit scoring in various market scenarios, we addressed
the application of credit scoring methods in a loan-based crowdfunding scenario.
The use of intelligent decision-making systems in lending platforms leads to the growth and improvement
of the P2P lending market. Credit scoring systems help lenders experience a safe investment. Although
platforms are not responsible for compensating lenders, the occurrence of any loan fraud tarnishes their
reputation. Due to the recent emergence of P2P lending in Iran, achieving an accurate credit scoring system
is a shared goal of both platforms and lenders.
In credit risk evaluation, having access to relevant and up-to-date information is one of the main concerns.
In this study, our main effort was to extract, build and collect useful information from the raw dataset. It
was shown that the added features increased the accuracy of our prediction model by about 20%.
The platform considered in this research and any similar crowdfunding system will benefit from the
results of this research. This platform can inform its lenders of the possible risk of loans non-repayment to
help them make the best decision according to their risk tolerance. In this study, four variables are identified
as the most important predictors: average delay per borrower, invoice month, loan amount, and the average
amount of loans taken by the borrower. By focusing on gathering accurate data on the mentioned attributes,
the platform can make accurate predictions in a shorter time and at a lower cost.

5-2- Scholarly implication
This study also adds to the growing stream of research on the role of credit scoring in P2P lending
platforms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that lenders' data are being involved in making
predictions on loan default in a P2P lending platform. Due to our limitations in obtaining lenders' data, this
approach may be considered in future studies more effectively.

6-Conclusions
This paper proposes a data-driven credit scoring model for evaluating loan applicants in a loan-based
crowdfunding scenario in Iran. Most studies in the field of loan-based crowdfunding have used publicly
available datasets such as Landing Club and Prosper. In this respect, this study is one of the first studies
conducted on an Iranian P2P lending platform. Collecting data, pre-processing and feature engineering have
been the main challenges of this research. Several new features are extracted and added to the original
database to improve the model's performance. The classification accuracy increased by about 20% using
new added features. As expected, due to the mixed nature of data, tree-based classifiers obtained the best
results amongst the models we tried. Among the five tree-based implemented classifiers, Random Forest
gives the best classification accuracy with a value of 97.8%. Four attributes are identified as the most
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important defining features, three of which are extracted during pre-processing phase: Average delay per
borrower, invoice month, loan amount, and the average amount of loans taken by the borrower. Most of the
credit scoring literature has analyzed this problem in a binary format. As mentioned, lenders in our dataset
are corporations (versus individuals). Each of these corporations has its own risk tolerance threshold, hence
accepts or rejects loans accordingly. To help them make the right decisions based on their risk tolerance,
we proposed probability measures instead of using binary outputs.
Information asymmetry is one of the limitations of this research, which provides directions for future
research. Little information is available about platform lender firms. Having access to data about lending
organizations can help us calculate lenders' risk tolerance thresholds and provide more precise decisional
suggestions.
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Appendix A. Comparing evaluation measures for five classifiers
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Fig 8. Comparison of the classification models Fmeasure before and after adding new features
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Fig 7. Comparison of the classification models recall
before and after adding new features
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Fig 6. Comparison of the classification models precision
before and after adding new features
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Fig 9. Comparison of the classification models AUC
before and after adding new features
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Appendix B. Description for attributes’ names of figures in accordance to the text
Figure
ave_amount_per_user
ave_amount
EstimatedWorthOfThisWebsite
month
age
sex
married
education
state_id
job_title
ave_diff

Text
the average amount of loans taken by the borrower
the average amount borrowed from each lender
lender’s income
invoice month
Borrower’s age
borrower's gender
Borrower’s marital status
Borrower’s education
Borrower’s location
Borrower’s job
average delay per lender

ave_late_per_user
profit_rate
cat_digital
cat_home
cat_travel
cat_service
total_amount

average delay per borrower
interest rate
service category

loan amount
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